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We present a method for the construction of a Krein space completion for spaces of
test functions, equipped with an indefinite inner product induced by a kernel which
is more singular than a distribution of finite order. This generalizes a regularization
method for infrared singularities in quantum field theory, introduced by Morchio
and Strocchi, to the case of singularities of infinite order. We give conditions for the
possibility of this procedure in terms of local differential operators and the
Gelfand–Shilov test function spaces, as well as an abstract sufficient condition. As
a model case we construct a maximally positive definite state space for the Heisen-
berg algebra in the presence of an infinite infrared singularity. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1425427#

I. INTRODUCTION

A notable case in which some of the abundant singularities of quantum field theory c
treated rigorously is presented by the method of infrared regularization of Morchio and Stroc1,2

There, the first-order singularity of the two-point function of the massless scalar fie
111-dimensional space–time manifests itself in the nonpositivity of the Wightman inner pro
on the one-particle space. In momentum space, this two-point function appears as a s
integral kernel which is regularized in the distributional sense as a Cauchy principal value.
this regularization involves subtraction of values of the test functions atp50, the Wightman inner
product induced by the two-point function is clearly no longer positive definite. It turns out
if the usual positivity axiom of Wightman theory, see Ref. 3, is replaced by a weaker Hilbert s
structure condition, the construction of a suitable physical state space is still possible. Th
particle space becomes a Krein space, the natural analogon of a Hilbert space in the cas
indefinite inner product, and it is maximal in the sense that there is no larger Krein space c
of the test function space~we refer to Appendix B, where some basic notions of, and results
indefinite inner product spaces are gathered!. Thus, no physical information gets lost and one c
identify a positive definite physical Hilbert subspace. In fact, in the case treated in Refs. 1
the rank of negativity is one, and thus the Krein space is actually a Pontryagin space. In Ref
have cast this procedure in abstract form, yielding a method by which every quasipositive
i.e., a space with finite rank of negativity, can be completed to a Pontryagin space. By th
generalized the infrared regularization method to singularities of the type of finite order dis
tions. On the other hand it is by now well known that constructive approaches to intera
quantum fields generically involve much more singular objects, see Refs. 5 and 6, namely
distributions and even Fourier hyperfunctions.7,8 Thus, it is natural to look for a further general
zation of the procedure for finding a maximal Krein space closure starting from a space o
functions with an indefinite inner product induced by a singular kernel, to the case of non
butional infinite order singularities, and therefore to the case of an infinite number of neg
degrees of freedom. This is what we will present in the following.

We illustrate the regularization method by a neat~yet unphysical! model in which infinite

a!Current address: Dipartimento di Fisica E. Fermi, Universita` di Pisa, via Buonarroti 2, Ed. B, 56127 Pisa PI, Ital
electronic mail: aschmidt@math.uni-frankfurt.de
2430022-2488/2002/43(1)/243/17/$19.00 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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order singularities appear naturally, at least on a heuristic level.~We tend to denote the whol
process of defining an indefinite inner product by a generalized functionand the construction of a
maximal Krein space closure as ‘‘regularization.’’ The first step, which is the traditional reg
ization of a singular integral, means going only half way toward a physically conclusive re!
Namely, we will consider the Schro¨dinger representation of the Heisenberg algebra on a
function space overR in the presence of a singularity concentrated atp50. This model will be
informally described in Sec. II, where also some notions needed subsequently are intro
Further, we will state the main result, which is that the regularization procedure yields a ma
Krein space and in it a largest possible, positive definite, closed subspace, which can sens
considered as the ‘‘physical state space’’ for the Heisenberg algebra of ‘‘observables.’’

Section III contains the regularization procedure proper. It shows in particular that ther
certain balance that has to be kept between the singularity of the inner product, measured i
of infinite order ~local! differential operators, and the choice of test function space, which
express in terms of the Gelfand–Shilov scheme of spaces, see Ref. 9, Chap. IV. The metho
is, however, general enough to be applied to a much wider class of singularities than infrared
and for a lot of other test function spaces.

In Sec. IV, we formulate abstractly a sufficient condition under which the regularizatio
guaranteed to work. The conditions we give are not the most general and abstract ones p
since they reflect the limitations of the procedure of Sec. III. Therefore they present no
criterion to decide whether an indefinite space admits the construction of a maximal ma
topology by our construction of a Hilbert majorant. Nevertheless, they capture the essential
that enable our construction, and therefore are at least useful to explain the mechanism be
Furthermore, our conditions are simple enough to be effective in many concrete cases. We
possible further generalizations at the end of Sec. IV.

Appendix A contains a simple, concrete construction of certain neutral elements, i.e., v
with vanishing inner product, which play an important role in the regularization procedure in
III. Appendix B compiles some basics about indefinite inner product spaces mainly taken
Ref. 10.

II. THE MODEL

Recently, a comprehensive abstract classification of representations of the Heisenberg
on an indefinite inner product space has been worked out by Mnatsakanovaet al. in Ref. 11.
There, it was pointed out that this issue is somewhat more difficult to handle than in the po
definite case, which is covered by the Stone–von Neumann uniqueness theorem, see R
Chap. IV. Especially, domain questions appear and the notion of irreducibility has to be rec
ered. Here, we take a different approach in considering a very concrete example whe
Heisenberg representation is from the beginning assumed to be the quantum mechanica¨-
dinger representation

q̂5
def

x•, p̂5
def

2 i
d

dx
,

on a function space overR.
The following discussion will take place in momentum space, and we will notoriously de

the Fourier transforms of functions withf, g, etc., and the variable byp. Consider the indefinite
inner product

^ f ,g&5
def

~ f ,g!L22 (
k50

`

ck
2 f̄ ~k!~0!g~k!~0!, ~1!
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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with real coefficientsck ~this will turn out to pose no essential restriction in our case, see
following!. It can be formally interpreted as being induced by a generalized function~a kernel! on
R2 in the following way:

^ f ,g&5~d~p2p8!2J~]p]p8!d~p!d~p8!, f̄ ~p!g~p8!!. ~2!

Here, the infinite order differential operatorJ is given by its symbol

J~j!5
def

(
k50

`

ck
2jk.

The singularity in^.,.& can be characterized by the following notion, where we have alre
adapted the conventional notation a bit, so as to conform with our application in Sec. III:

Definition and Remark 2.1 (Ref. 9, 159 pp.):An entire functionJ(j) in the complex variable
j is calledinfraexponential of order1/~2d! if it fulfills for every «.0 an estimate

uJ~j!u<C«e«uju1/~2d!

for someC«.0. In this case, the coefficientsck
2 of the Taylor series ofJ satisfy the following

upper bounds: For everyD.0 exists auP(0,1) and aC.0 such that

uck
2u<C

uk

Dke2kdk2kd . ~3!

Now, our first concern is on which test function space the inner product can be defined. T
end, we use the Gelfand–Shilov scheme for the classification of spaces of smooth functio
Ref. 9, Chap. IV. For 0<a, b<` the spaceS a

b(R) consists of smooth functionsf onR satisfying
estimates

upqf ~k!~p!u<CAqBkqqakkb.

We need in fact only consider the regularity of the functions inS a
b(R) at the origin, which is

expressed in the following basic estimate: There exists aB.0 such that for allr.0 and a
constantCf depending onf we have

u f ~k!~0!u<Cf~B1r!kkkb. ~4!

It is apparent from~3! and~4! that the indefinite inner product is well-defined onS a
b by ~1! as the

distribution~2!, wheneverJ is infraexponential of order<1/~2b!. We denoted byV5VJ(a,b;r) a
spaceS a

b equipped with an indefinite inner product~1! defined by an infraexponential symbolJ
of order 1/~2d! for any d<b.

Further constraints on the choice of test function space now come from the intended S¨-
dinger representation of the Heisenberg algebra. As the Heisenberg generators act in mom
space by multiplication withp and differentiationid/dp, it is clear that they will not be symmetric
operators with respect to the indefinite inner product^.,.& on the whole space. A representation
a subspace ofV acts by symmetric operators only if this subspace consists of functionsf such that
all derivatives off vanish atp50. This subspace is at the same time also positive definite. In o
that it is also maximal in the sense that there is no larger positive definite subspace inV, one has
in fact to assume that the coefficientsck

2 in Eq. ~1! are strictly positive, i.e.,ckPR\$0% for all k,
which we do from now on. In turn, this implies thatJ(]p]p8) is a properly infinite differential
operator and thus the singularity in~2! must be stronger than a finite order distribution. Th
excludes as test function space any spaceS a

` which allows only distributions of finite order, an
thus in particular the Schwartz spaceS 5S `

` . On the other hand, the very strong singularity
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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an analytic functional is also excluded: Since forb51 the test functions inV are all analytic in a
strip neighborhood of the real axis, the requirementf (k)(0)50 for all k would lead to the trivial
subspace.

After these heuristics, we are ready to state our main result, whose proof will follow in
following section. We will characterize the complete, positive definite representation subspa
the Heisenberg algebra by the Fourier transformation. For that, we need another definition

Definition 2.2:The space of functionsL0
2(R) is defined as

L0
2~R!5

def

$ f PL2~R!umk~ f !50, ;kPN0%,

where thek-th momentmk( f ) of a function f PL2(R) is given by

mk~ f !5
defE

R
xkf ~x!dx,

if it exists for akPN0 .
Theorem 2.3:Let 0<a<`, 1,b,`. Assumed.b, and let J be infraexponential of orde

1/~2d! with strictly positive Taylor coefficients. Then, the spaceV5VJ(a,b;(2d)21) admits a
maximal completion to a Krein spaceK with countably infinite rank of negativity. The maxim
positive definite subspace ofK, invariant under the action of the Heisenberg algebra in t
Schrödinger representation by self-adjoint operators on it, is the Fourier transformFL0

2(R) of
L0

2(R).
The appearance ofd.b results from technicalities of the infrared regularization process

will become clear in the following. This leaves room for improvement. It should be stressed
the diagonal formd(p2p8) of ~2! outisde the singularityp5p850 was chosen to allow for a
symmetric action of the Heisenberg generators. The regularization procedure itself is none
rather independent of the structure of the kernel outside the singular points. On the other ha
discussion at the beginning of this section also points to a principal limitation of the regulariz
method. If the singularity in a certain pointp0 is that of a proper analytic functional, i.e.,d<1, and
the rank of indefiniteness is infinite, regularization is impossible since the positive subspace
be trivial in that case.

The somewhat exotic representation of the Heisenberg algebra mentioned previously d
fit into the classification of Ref. 11, see also Ref. 13. Rather it corresponds to the ‘‘countere
ple’’ in the appendix of Ref. 11. As explained there,L0

2(R) naturally decomposes into two irre
ducible subspaces of ‘‘left-’’ and ‘‘right-movers’’ i.e., states with support, respectively, on
negative, and positive half-axis in momentum space, by closure of the two domainsV65$ f
PV u f (p)50 for p"0% in the Krein topology.

III. INFINITE INFRARED REGULARIZATION

In this section we present the proper method for the construction of a Krein space fromV. The
general strategy is close in spirit to the well-known method for closing a Hilbert space with re
to the action of a given positive bilinear form on it~see Ref. 14, Appendix A.2!. The construction
of a maximal majorant Hilbert topology forV leading to a Krein space closure of it, relies main
on two ingredients: first, the existence of neutral elements withinV which separate the negativ
degrees of freedom from the rest of the space. Second, there is some ‘‘air’’ left between the
of the coefficientsck

2 defining ^.,.& via ~1!, and the growth of the Taylor coefficients of th
functions inV. This is expressed in Eq.~3!, the assumptiond.b of Theorem 2.3, and~4!. To
make use of that margin, we define the ‘‘damping coefficients’’gk by

gk5
def

kkd. ~5!
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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The neutral decomposition elements will be constructed in Appendix A to fulfill the follow
demands:

Lemma 3.1: Let0<a<` and 1,b,`. Let there be given a sequence of numbersk

satisfying~3!, and let gk be as in~5!. Then there exists a sequence of functions$xk%kPN0
,S a

b

with the following properties:

~i! ixkiL2
2

5ck
2gk

2,
~ii ! xk

( i )(0)5d ik•gk ,
~iii ! (xk ,x l)L250 for all kÞ l ,
~iv! ^xk ,x l&50 for all k, l.

We denote byN the linear subspace ofS a
b generated by$xk%kPN0

.
The subspaceN is neutral,N,V 0. We also observe thatV is nondegenerate due to th

presence of theL2-part in the indefinite product~1!. This property will prevail in the closure ofV
we construct in the following. Now, everyf PS a

b has, for every finiteN>0, a unique decompo
sition

f 5 f N11(
i 50

N

f ix i with f i5
f ~ i !~0!

g i
, ~6!

and f N1PS a
b is such that* ( i )(0)50 for 0< i<N. Furthermore, the sum in the decomposition

clearly in N.
Proposition 3.2: The seminorm p given by the limit

p~ f !25
def

lim
N→`

F ^ f N1, f N1&1(
i 50

N

$u^ f ,x i&u21u f i u2%G ~7!

exists and defines a majorant topologyt on V.
Proof: Taking Lemma B.3 into account, we have to show that~7!, if it is well defined,

dominates the inner square. Assuming that the limit in question exists, it is easy to sho
p( f )2 majorizes the inner squareu^ f , f &u of f. Namely, using~6! we can expresŝf , f & as

^ f , f &5^ f N1, f N1&1(
i 50

N

$ f i^ f ,x i&1 f i^x i , f &%

using property~iv! of Lemma 3.1, and the fact that^ f N1,x i&5^ f ,x i& which follows from it. Now,
in every term in the sum above we have the elementary estimate for complex numbersu f i^ f ,x i&
1 f i^x i , f &u<u^ f ,x i&u21u f i u2. If the first term^ f N1, f N1& in ~7! has a limit at all, then it tends to
( f 1, f 1)L25i f 1iL2

2 >0 for a certainf 1PL2, showingp( f )2>u^ f , f &u in the limit N→`. It re-
mains to show that all the limits involved in~7! exist. In order to show finiteness of the first ter
it suffices to show that the decomposition~6! of f converges inL2(R) for N→`, since it then
tends toi f 1iL2

2 and is thus necessarily finite as we have just seen. For the sum definin
decomposition, we have by~i! of Lemma 3.1

I (
N50

`

f ix i I
L2

2

< (
N50

`

i f ix i iL2
2

5 (
N50

`

u f ~ i !~0!ci u2,`,

taking ~3! and~4! into account, showing that claim. By definition~1! of the inner product, thei th
term in the sum in~7! becomes
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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u^ f ,x i&u21u f i u25U~ f ,x i !L22 (
k50

2

ck
2 f̄ ~k!~0!x i

~k!~0!U2

1u f i u2

<u~ f ,x i !L2u21ci
4g i

2u f ~ i !~0!u21
u f ~ i !~0!u2

g i
2 .

For the first term we find, using the Cauchy–Schwartz estimate, by~3! and~5!, and of course the
assumption of Theorem 2.3:

u~ f ,x i !L2u2<i f iL2
2 uci

2g i
2u<i f iL2

2 Cu i

Die2id .

Further using~4!, the second term is bounded by

ci
4g i

2u f ~ i !~0!u2<
C2Cf

2

i 2i ~d2b! S u~B1r!

e2dD D 2i

.

Finally the third term satisfies

u f ~ i !~0!u2

g i
2 <

Cf
2

i 2i ~d2b! ~B1r!2i .

All three terms decay faster than exponentially ini, making the overall sum in~7! convergent in
the limit N→`. h

Notice that although we chose to see this independently by consideringL2-convergence, the
numerical convergence of the^ f N1, f N1&-part of the decomposition could have been inferred
the same way as the convergence of the other terms in~7!. In fact, one could have inverted th
decomposition~6! to yield f N15 f 2S i 50

N f ix i and then see the convergence of^ f N1, f N1& by
majorizing it with the same convergent terms as in the previous proof.

It is apparent from the proof of Proposition 3.2 that the decomposition~6! of f converges in
the closureV̄t of V with respect tot. In fact, it is easy to see that the incrementsp( f ix i)

2 decay
fast enough to turn the partial sums in the decomposition into a Cauchy sequence. This all
to write for everyf PV,

f 5 f 11(
i 50

`

f ix i with f 1PV̄t. ~8!

We further see, using the joint continuity of^.,.&, see Definition B.2, that the indefinite inne
product^.,.& has a unique extension toV̄t, which we will also denote bŷ.,.&. Thus using~8!, Eq.
~7! extends to a definition of a quadratic normed topology on thet-complete spaceV̄t, i.e., a
Hilbert majorant topology on that space:

Corollary 3.3: On the closureK5
def

V̄t5(S a
b)2t we define the Hilbert scalar product

~ f ,g!5
def

^ f 1,g1&1(
i 50

`

$^ f ,x i&^x i ,g&1 f igi%, ; f ,gPK. ~9!

We denote the Hilbert norm onK by i .i5
def

p(.)5(.,.)1/2. In particular, we have the identity
^ f 1, f 1&5i f 1iL2

2 .
We set
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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P5
def

$ f PV u f ~k!~0!50, ;kPN0%.

Obviously, ^.,.& is positive definite onP and equals theL2-scalar product on that subspace. T
decomposition~8! can now be expressed as follows:

Lemma 3.4: Equation~8! defines a mapping

P:V→V̄t, f ° f 1,

with the following properties:

~i! P is continuous in the topologyt.
~ii ! P has a continuous extension toK.
~iii ! P mapsK onto P̄t.
~iv! P is an orthogonal projection ontoP̄t with respect to~.,.!.
~v! The decomposition

K5P̄t
% N̄t

is orthogonal with respect to the scalar product (.,.) (denoted by%).
Proof: To show~i! we estimate

i f 1i25i f 1iL2
2

1(
i 50

`

u^ f 1,x i&u2

5i f 1iL2
2

1(
i 50

`

u~ f 1,x i !L2u2

<i f 1iL2
2 S 11(

i 50

`

ix i iL2
2 D

<i f 1iL2
2 S 11(

i 50

`

ci
2g i

2D<Ci f 1iL2
2 <Ci f i2.

In the last step we used that we havei f i2>^ f 1, f 1&5i f 1iL2
2 by Corollary 3.3. Assertion~ii !

follows from ~i!. By ~i! and~ii ! it suffices to show thatf PV entailsf 1PP̄t to show~iii !. For that,
by the second to last inequality mentioned previously, it suffices to approximatef 1 in theL2-norm
with elements ofP̄t. Such an approximation can be easily constructed, e.g., asf «

15(12r«) f 1 for
«→0, with the cut-off functionsr« of Lemma A.1. ThatP:K→P̄t is surjective is now clear, since
P is the identity onP̄t. For f 1PP andxPN, the scalar product reduces to

~ f 1,x!5(
i 50

`

^ f 1,x i&^x i ,x&50,

since ^x i ,x&50, and becausef 1 and x have decompositions with vanishing (f 1) i and x1,
respectively. Continuity of̂.,.& then implies statement~iv!. Assertion~v! follows from ~iv! and the
fact that the sum in~8! converges to an element ofN̄t. h

To construct the metric operatorJ that connects the indefinite with the Hilbert scalar prod
onK, we have to decompose this space somewhat further. To that end, we consider the func

Fi~ f !5
def

^x i , f i&, f PV
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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on V. These functionals are nonzero sinceV is nondegenerate, they vanish onN, and they are
clearly bounded with respect to the normp. In fact, we haveuFi( f )u/p( f )<1 for f PV, by ~7!.
That is, theFi have unique continuations~also denoted byFi! to K by the Hahn–Banach theorem
and by continuity these satisfy the same bound 0,iFi i<1.

Lemma 3.5: The uniquely determined vectorsv iPK which represent Fi via Fi( f )5(v i , f )
for all f PK are actually contained inP̄t.

Proof: That the vectorsv i exist and are unique inK follows from Riesz’ representation
theorem applied to the bounded linear functionalsFi on the Hilbert spaceK. We have to show tha
they are inP̄t. Choose a sequence$v in%nPN in V that approximatesv i , i.e., iv i2v ini→0 for n
→`. Using the decomposition~8! for the v in we calculate~adopting Einstein’s summation con
vention for repeated upper and lower indices!

iv i2v ini25~v i2~v in!12~v in! jx j ,v i2~v in!12~v in!kxk!

5iv i2~v in!1i22~v i2~v in!12~v in! jx j ,~v in!kxk!2~~v in! jx j ,v i2~v in!1!

5iv i2~v in!1i22~v i2v in ,~v in! jx j !2~~v in! jx j ,v i !1~~v in! jx j ,~v in!1!.

The last term on the right-hand side vanishes for alln due to Lemma 3.4~v!. The third term is zero
since (v i ,x j )5Fi(x j )5^x i ,x j&50. We use the Cauchy–Schwartz estimate for the scalar pro
~.,.! and the fact thatix i i5u(x i)

i u5ux i
( i )(0)/g i u51 to estimate the second term as follows:

u~v i2v in ,~v in! jx j !u<iv i2v ini(
j 50

`

u~v in! j u<Civ i2v ini ,

with some constantC.0 independent ofn. In fact, since (v in) j5v in
( j )(0)/g j , and using~4! and

~5! we see that the sum is finite for alln. Since the sequencev in is convergent in the normp and
by definition~7! of this norm, the sum must actually converge and therefore admits a global b
C as above. In conclusion, sincev in is t-convergent tov i , i.e., iv i2v ini→0 for n→`, we must
haveiv i2(v in)1i→0 by necessity, and thus alreadyPv in is t-convergent tov i . This shows the
claim. h

The basic properties of thev i are collected in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.6: The vectorsv i have the following properties:

~i! ^x i ,v i&5(v i ,v i)51,
~ii ! (v i ,v j )5^x i ,v j&50 for iÞ j ,
~iii ! ^v i ,v i&50,
~iv! ^v i , f &5 f i for all f PV.

Proof: Statement~i! is clear from the defining property ofv i , except for the last equality tha
saysiv i i51. This will soon turn out to be true. Let$v in%nPN,P be a sequence converging tov i

in K, which exists by Lemma 3.5. Then with~9!, and since (v in) j50 for all j we have

iv ini2

u^x i ,v in&u
5

^v in ,v in&
u^x i ,v in&u

111
( j Þ i^x j ,v in&

u^x i ,v in&u
.

Now u^x i ,v in&u5u(v i ,v in)u→iv i i2 by ~i!, so that the left-hand side tends to 1 forn→` ~here we
assume that the denominators are nonzero which can be achieved by choosingv in suitably!. Since
the denominators stay bounded, we must necessarily haveu^x j ,v in&u→0 for j Þ i showing~ii !, and
also ^v in ,v in&→0 showing~iii ! sincev in converges tov i with respect toi .i5p(.) and p ma-
jorizes the inner square. Incidentally, this also shows

sup
n

uFi~v in!u
iv ini 5sup

n

u^x i ,v in&u
iv ini 51,
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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and this proves the last equality in~i!, since the norm ofv i and that of the linear functionalFi

coincide by Riesz’ theorem. To show~iv!, we consider again the decomposition~8! of a vector
f PV which yields

^v in , f &5^v in , f 1&1 f i^v in ,x i&1(
j Þ i

f j^v in ,x j&.

In this expression we find̂v in , f 1&→0, since by~iii ! v in converges strongly to 0 inP̄t, and due
to Lemma 3.4. By arguments similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.5, the sum stays bou
independently ofn, and since every single term in it converges to 0 by~ii !, the sum also tends to
0. This leaves us with the second term which converges tof i^v i ,x i&5 f i by ~i!. This shows~iv!.h

The v i could be constructed concretely as limits of functions which vanish strongly in
L2-sense, as in Ref. 1. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 allow us to avoid such an explicit constructio
vectorsv i are an orthonormal basis of a closed Hilbert subspace ofK. This space is isomorphic to
the dual space ofN̄t by definition of the functionalsFi and Lemma 3.5, and we mnemonical
denote it by the symbolN̄t^* &.

Lemma 3.7: Denote byH the closureP̄t1 of P with respect to the topologyt1 induced by the

quadratic Hilbert norm p1(.)25
def

^.,.& on P. The spaceK admits the decomposition

K5H% N̄t^* & % N̄t,

orthogonal with respect to~.,.!.
Proof: First, we must show that the decomposition is indeed possible becauseH,V̄t. To this

end, note that the topologyt1 is stronger than the restriction oft to P. In fact, if a sequence inP
converges in the normp1 then it converges in theL2-norm by ~1!, and by the action of the
indefinite product onP it is easy to see that this suffices to ensure convergence in the nop.
Now, taking Lemma 3.4~v! into account, we have to show that the~.,.!-orthogonal decomposition
P̄t5H% N̄t^* & holds. First, observe that the vectorsv i form a t-complete orthonormal system i
N̄t^* &. Now, for f 1,g1PP we have

~ f 1,g1!5^ f 1,g1&1(
i 50

`

~ f 1,v i !~v i ,g1!,

by the definition ofv i and ~9!. This shows that a sequence$ f n
1%nPN in P converges to a limitf

PP̄t if and only if p1( f n
12 f )→0 and independently the~.,.!-orthogonal projection off n

12 f

onto the closed subspaceN̄t^* & of P̄t tends to zero. Denote byN̄t^'& the orthogonal complemen
of N̄t^* & in K with respect to~.,.!. By the above-given argument, the subsetPùN̄t^'& of P̄t is
dense inH with respect to the topologyt1 . This shows that the proposed decomposition is ind
~.,.!-orthogonal. In conclusion, at-Cauchy sequence inP can be identified with a pair (f ,$l i% i PN0

)

with an f PH andl i5(v,v i) for somevPN̄t^* &. This showsP̄t5H% N̄t^* &. h

It should be noted that by Lemma 3.6~iii !, the vectorsv i indeed converge to zero in th
topology t1 of H but are clearly nonzero inP̄t,K. Furthermore,t1 is stronger than the
L2-topology althoughp1( f 1)5i f 1iL2 for f 1PP. We will characterizeH as a function space in
the following. We have compiled all information needed to exhibit the Krein space structureK.

Theorem 3.8:The spaceK is a Krein space with countably infinite rank of indefiniteness.
Hilbert space structure is maximal and given by the metric operator J: K→K, satisfying the
identity ^.,.&5(.,J.). It holds

Jv i5x i , Jx i5v i , and JuH5IH ,

in the decomposition of Lemma 3.7.
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Proof: The strategy of the proof will be as follows: The metric operator exists by Propos
B.5, and we have seen in Lemma 3.7 that we can write down its action in the decomposiK
5H% N̄t^* & % N̄t. We can then explicitly demonstrate that the operatorJ on K acts as stated. This
special form ofJ immediately implies that it is a bounded, completely invertible operator onK.
Thus by Proposition B.7,K is a Krein space and sinceJ215J is also bounded, its Hilbert spac
structure ~K, J! is maximal by Lemma B.8. Now, by definition of thev i we have ^ f ,x i&
5( f ,Jx i)5( f ,v i) for all f PK, showingJx i5v i . On the other hand, by Lemma 3.6~iv! and~9!
we havê f ,v i&5( f ,Jv i)5 f i5( f ,x i), showingJv i5x i . It remains to consider the restriction ofJ

to H. Take f', g'PPùN̄t^'& ~see the proof of Lemma 3.7! and note that (f',g')5^ f',g'& for
those vectors. Since these vectors are dense inH, it follows that the restriction ofJ to H is the
identity. This shows the claim. h

To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.3, it finally remains to show thatH is the Fourier
transform of the spaceL0

2 defined in Definition 2.2. NowF is a topological isomorphism fromS b
a

onto V5S a
b and for f PS b

a we have

i k f̂ ~k!~0!5S i k
dk

djk E
R
e2 ixj f ~x!dxDU

j50

5 i kE
R
~2 ix !kf ~x!dx5mk~ f !.

By that, the image ofP underF21 is the subspace ofS b
a of functionsf with mk( f )50 for all k.

Since S b
a is dense inL2 and the Fourier transformation is anL2-isometry, we can seeH

5FL0
2. Thus Theorem 2.3 is finally proven.

If we test the vectorsv i with states in the ‘‘physical’’ subspaceH, i.e., the representation spac
for the Heisenberg-observables, they appear as completely delocalized states. In fact the a
the momentum operator on them is given by Lemma 3.6~iv!:

^pv i , f &5^v i ,p f&5~p f ! i50 for all f PH, i PN0 ,

where we denoted the unique extension of the multiplication operatorp from V to K also byp.
This is different from the case of one single negative degree of freedom in Ref. 1, where the
vectorv0 turns out to be completely delocalized on the whole Krein state space.

IV. A CONDITION SUFFICIENT FOR REGULARIZATION

In this section, we want to give a set of conditions on a general indefinite inner product
V, that will be sufficient for the regularization procedure to work. We did not put this genera
tion in the beginning, and then deduced the special caseV5S a

b considered previously from it, for
two reasons: First and foremost, we wanted to emphasize the case of indefinite inner pr
generated by singular kernels acting on a test function space, which we think is partic
interesting in view of possible applications in physics. Second, most of the assertions and
in Sec. III are already cast abstract enough to be re-used in the proof of the generalized r
ization Theorem 4.1 without any modification. Thus, we can stress the essential points tha
modification and thereby highlight the principles which put the regularization procedure to w

Two elements are essential: First, the existence of neutral decomposition elementsx i that
enable us to isolate the positive part of the indefinite product. Second, a certain balance b
the growth, respectively, and decay of~a! the inner products of vectors in the space with t
neutral elements, and~b! the coefficients of the linear decomposition of a vector with respec
these. These growth conditions constitute the main difference between the case of finite r
indefiniteness considered in Ref. 4 and the infinite case, where they serve to render the
majorant topology well defined in the first place.

Let us now formulate our set of conditions. We assumeV to be a complex linear space wit
an indefinite inner product̂.,.&, which shall be nondegenerate. Assume the following.

~0! There exists an orthogonal system$x̃ i% i PN0
of mutually linearly independent, neutra

vectors inV.
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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~1! For all vPV, the unique decomposition forNPN0 ,

v5 ṽN11(
i 50

N

ṽ i x̃ i , ṽ iPC

becomes asymptotically positive in the sense that

0< lim
N→`

^ṽN1,ṽN1&.

~2! There exists a sequence of complex numbers$g i% i PN0
such that both sequence

$g i^x̃ i ,v&% and$ṽ i /g i% are in l 2(N0).

These conditions enable us to prove an equivalent of Proposition 3.2. In fact, settingx i5
def

g i x̃ i , we
obtain the analog of the finite decomposition~6! for a vectorvPV with coefficientsv i5 ṽ i /g i . We
then have to see that the sum~7! with f replaced byv, defining the majorant normp(v)2,
converges. The convergence of the asymptotically positive part limN→`^vN1,vN1& then follows,
as we have already noted after the proof of Proposition 3.2. Now, thei th summand in the defini-
tion of p(v)2 becomes

u^v,x i&u21uv i u25ug i^v,x̃ i&u21uṽ i /g i u2,

and the sum converges due to condition~2!. Thus, we get a majorant Hilbert topologyt on V. A
close inspection of the proofs of the various lemmata in Sec. III shows that the only other
which has to be reconsidered is the proof of statement~i! of Lemma 3.4, that the mappin

P: v°v1 is t-continuous onK5
def

V̄t. There, we have utilized theL2-norm, but we will see that
this can also be shown independently. In fact, we have

iv1i25S v2(
i 50

`

v ix i ,v2(
j 50

`

v jx j D 5ivi222 Re(
i 50

`

v8~x i ,v !1 (
i , j 50

`

v iv j~x i ,x j !.

We use the two consequences (x i ,x j )5d i j and (x i ,v)5v i of Eq. ~9! in the third and second term
respectively, to obtain

5ivi22(
i 50

`

uv i u2<ivi2

by definition~7! of ivi2. Here again, condition~2! ensures the convergence of the sums appear
From this point, one can proceed word for word as in Sec. III with the definition of the vectov i

and the demonstration of their properties. We finally obtain a generalization of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4.1: Let V satisfy (0)–(2). ThenK is a Krein space with rank of indefinitenes

#$x iÞ0%. Its Hilbert space structure is maximal, and the metric operator J acts as in Theo
3.8.

Note that~0!–~2! and Theorem 4.1 are formulated as to cover the cases of finite as well
infinite rank of indefiniteness. Namely, in case the rank of indefiniteness isN,`, one can find at
mostN neutral, linearly independent vectors, and one has to use them all to obtain a deco
tion that, as demanded by~1!, becomes positive~in this case not asymptotically!. One then
choosesx̃ i50 for i .N21.

We conclude this paper with some comments on the generalized regularization procedu
described. First, the conditions~0!–~2! certainly do not present the utmost general ones poss
In particular, one can perhaps replace the neutral orthogonal system of~0! by a general system o
linear independent vectors which lead to an asymptotically positive decomposition. See
Remark A.13, where we describe how to find a maximal neutral orthogonal system in the c
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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finite rank of negativity. Furthermore, whether^v1,v1& is positive or negative definite is irrel
evant, since one can always go over to2^.,.& ~the so calledantispaceof V!. On the other hand, one
cannot easily dispense with either of thel 2-conditions in~2!, since they represent rather sharp
the convergence conditions that enabled us to construct a majorant. Since we made no pr
sitions with respect toV regarding structure and topology, condition~1! is also indispensible.

In our case of main interest in Sec. III, the essence of conditions~0! and ~1! are captured in
Lemma 3.1 which is proven in Appendix A. A similar construction of neutral decompos
elements will also have to be carried out in any other concrete case, and is thus at the very
of the regularization procedure, in putting flesh to the bones of the abstract conditions~0! and~1!.
The construction in Appendix A may serve as a blueprint for that at least in the case o
function spaces overRn and inner products generated by kernels whose singularities are ‘‘lo
ized’’ enough, e.g., concentrated on a compact set. This may justify that we did not delve
further abstraction of conditions~0! and ~1!.

Let us consider an instructive special case. Assume the sequence of coefficients$ṽ i% is
bounded for allvPV. If there holds an estimate

u^x̃ i ,v&u<C~v !i 2~11d!,

with a constant depending onv and for somed.0, we can choose

g i5 i 2~1/21«!

for any 0,«,d. Such polynomial growth and decay conditions are obviously much weaker
the conditions that were present in the caseV5S a

b , see, e.g., our choice ofg’s in ~5!. Thus the
range of cases covered by Theorem 4.1 is considerably widened in comparison to Theorem
Theorem 2.3.

The question arises naturally, whether we can find uniform properties onV, as opposed to the
pointwise ones~1! and ~2!, that enable regularization. In essence one would look for a sim
quantitative measure that tells us when the construction of the majorant is possible. But this
straightforward. To simplify the discussion, consider the case where$ṽ i% is bounded inC for all v
~these sets can of course not be uniformly bounded!. A simple uniform measure that could replac
condition ~2! can be formulated in terms of the quantities

b̄ i5
def

sup
vPV,ṽ i51

u^x̃ i ,v&u.

Notice that at leastx̃ i is in the set over which the supremum is taken, and if this is the o
element we haveb̃ i50 due to neutrality of that vector. One can then replace~2! by the condition
that there shall exist a sequence$g i

21% in l 2(N0) such that also$b̃ ig i% is in l 2(N0). This uniform
growth condition onb̃ i is however by far too restrictive, since it does not even cover the
considered in Theorem 2.3. The basic reason for this is that in most cases the neutral orth
system$x̃ i% does not exhaust the spaceV in the sense that a complete orthogonal system exha
a Hilbert space. The inner products with these vectors do not contain enough information ab
whole space, and especially its positive part, to decide sharply whetherV is regularizable. The
problem of finding a good abstract definition of what we would like to call ‘‘regularizable in
product spaces’’ remains therefore open.
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APPENDIX A: CONSTRUCTION OF NEUTRAL DECOMPOSITION ELEMENTS

In this Appendix, we present a simple construction for the neutral decomposing functio
Lemma 3.1. We point out that different and more refined constructions are surely possible, b
one given in the following suffices for our purpose.

We have to show~i!–~iii ! since~iv! follows from them. We prove Lemma 3.1 forgk51, ;k.
The general case follows by multiplication of the functionsxk constructed in the following with
the given sequencegk . The first thing we need to show is that there are enough function
compact support inS a

b . For that, we have to consider the spacesS a
b,B , which constituteS a

b as
an inductive limit forB→`, see Ref. 9, Chap. IV, Sec. 3 for their definition.

Lemma A.1: Let0<a<` and 1,b,`. For «.0 there exists B«.0 and a functionr«

PS a
b,B« such that

r«~x!5H 1, if uxu,«/2

0, if uxu.3«/2

0<r«~x!, otherwise.

Proof: Under the given conditions, the functionr« can be constructed using the well-know
facts about the Gelfand–Shilov spaces, for which we refer to Ref. 9, Chap. IV. The spacS a

b

contains the spaceS 0
b which consists of functions of compact support and is nontrivial forb

.1. Furthermore, forfPS 0
b we havef2PS 0

b . Thus there exists aB.0 and a nonzero function
f with f(x)>0 in S 0

b,B , such that suppf,@2R,R# for someR.0. Then

f«~x!5
def «

2RifiL1
•f~2Rx/«!

is an element ofS 0
b,B« for B«52RB/«, see Ref. 9, p. 158. It hasL1-norm 1 and support in@2«/2,

«/2#. Since convolution withL1-functions does not change the regularity, the functionf«* x@2«,«#

is an element ofS 0
b,B« and thereforea fortiori of S a

b,B« with all the desired properties. h

We set

kn~x!5
def

r1/3~x2n!/ir1/3iL2 .

Sincekn has support in@n21/2, n11/2#, we have (k i ,k j )50 for all iÞ j . Define a sequence o
positive real numbers by

« i5
def 1

3e )
k50

i

min~1,ck
2!. ~†!

Set

d i5
defxi

i !
r« i

.

Furthermore, foriÞ j define

ki j 5
def

sign~ i 2 j !A~d j ,d i !L2.

We use the following enumeration for the off-diagonal entries of an infinite matrix~rows and
columns counted from 0!:
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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N0
2\diag{~ i , j !°n~ i , j !5

defH j ~ j 21!

2
1 i 11 if i , j

n~ j ,i !, otherwise.

We use the functionsd i as building blocks for the desired functions, since they have just the
behavior at 0 to ensure property~ii ! of Lemma 3.1. To correct their nonvanishingL2-overlap with
each other we use the corrective

Ki5
def

(
j Þ i

ki j kn~ i , j ! .

We must show that this is possible, i.e., thatid i1Ki iL2
2 does not exceedci

2, in order to satisfy
~i!. We have

id i1Ki iL2
2

5id i iL2
2

1iKi iL2
2

5(
j 50

`

u~d i ,d j !L2u.

The terms in the sum allow for the basic~yet very coarse! estimate

u~d i ,d j !L2u<
2

i ! j ! S 3

2
min~« i ,« j ! D i 1 j 11

by construction ofd i . Using ~†! we have min(«i ,«j)<(i/3«)min(ci
2,1) and therefore we can est

mate under the additional assumptionci
2<1:

id i1Ki iL2
2 <(

j 50

`
2

i ! j ! S ci
2

2eD
i 1 j 11

<
2

i ! S ci
2

2eD
i 11

(
j 50

` ci
2 j

j !
5

2

i ! S ci
2

2eD
i 11

eci
2
<

ci
2

i ! ~2e! i <ci
2.

Now using the function

n i5Aci
22id i1Ki iL2

2 k2 i

we can set

x i5
def

d i1Ki1n i .

We are done if we show thatx i is well defined as a function inS a
b , i.e., that the sumKi

converges in the topology of the namely space. To that end, we have to show convergence
of the spacesS a,A

b,B which constitute the inductive limitS a
b5 lim

→A,B→`
S a,A

b,B . We show that the

increments in the sumKi , namelyki j kn( i , j ) , decay fast enough inj to turn the sum into a Cauch
sequence in that topology. In the countably normed spaceS a,A

b,B , we therefore have to estimate th
increments due to the terms in the sum definingKi :

iki j kn~ i , j !ir,d5 sup
xzk.q

uxkki j kn~ i , j !u
~A1r!k~B1d!qkkaqqb with r,d.0.

We first argue that this quantity can be estimated independently ofq. In fact, the functions
kn( i , j ) are translates of a fixed function inS a

b,B1/3, and therefore the supremum overq is smaller
than at constant times the supremum overk andx only, if we chooseB5max(B1/3,B« i

):
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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iki j kn~ i , j !ir,d<Cksup
x,k

uxkki j kn~ i , j !u
~A1r!kkka .

It suffices to consider this especially forA>1 anda51 in which case we have

<Ck sup
x,k

uxkki j kn~ i , j !u
kk .

For j large enough and by definition ofn( i , j ) we can estimateuxu<2 j 2 on the support ofkn( i , j ) ,
and with some other constantCk8 depending only on the functionkn( i , j ) ,

<Ck8ki j sup
k

S 2 j 2

k D k

.

Continuous maximization ink shows

<Ck8ki j e
c j2.

Now it is clear from their definition thatki j decay faster than an exponential function of any ty
in j and thus the claim follows.

APPENDIX B: BASICS OF INDEFINITE INNER PRODUCT SPACES

In this section we recall some facts about indefinite inner product, Krein and Pontr
spaces needed in the main text. For an extensive discussion of the subject matter we re
reader to~Refs. 10 and 15!. First some notations: LetV be a vector space equipped with a
indefinite inner product̂.,.& ~antilinear in the first, linear in the second argument!. The linear span
of a subsetA of vectors inV is denoted bŷA&. The linear sumof subspacesV1 ,...,Vn of V is
given by ^V1ø¯øVn& and denoted byV11¯1Vn . If the spacesV1 ,...,Vn are linearly inde-
pendent, their linear sum is termeddirect sumand denoted byV11̇¯1̇Vn . Orthogonalitywith
respect tô .,.& is defined, and denoted by the binary relation' as usual~but clearly does not have
the same strong consequences as in definite inner product spaces!. If the V1 ,...,Vn are mutually
orthogonal, theirorthogonal direct sumis denoted byV1(1̇)¯(1̇)Vn , whereas the symbol% is
reserved for orthogonal sums with respect to a positive definite inner product, which we
denote with ~.,.!, following mathematical convention. Bypositive definitewe mean as usua
(x,x)>0, ;xÞ0, and (x,x)50⇒x50. A subspaceA of V is calledpositive, negative, or neutral,
respectively, if one of the possibilitieŝx,x&.0, ^x,x&,0 or ^x,x&50 holds for allxPA, with
xÞ0. One sets

V115
def

$xPV u^x,x&.0 or x50%,

and calls this subset thepositive partof V. ThenegativeandneutralpartsV22 andV 0 are defined
alike. A subspaceA of V is calleddegenerate, if its isotropic partAùA' does not only consist o
the zero vector. In the main text and the following we will deal merely withnondegeneratespaces,
i.e., spaces withV'5$0%. A nondegenerate inner product spaceV is said to bedecomposableif it
admits afundamental decomposition

V5V'~1̇ !V1~1̇ !V2 with V1,V11,V2,V22.

For nondegenerate spaces the isotropic part of the decomposition vanishes. The dimens
maximal negative definite subspaceV2,V22 appearing in a fundamental decomposition of
nondegenerate inner product space is called therank of negativityof V. As proven in Ref. 10,
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Corrollaries II.10.4 and IV.7.4, it is a unique positive cardinal denoted by¸2(V). The rank of
positivity¸1(V) is defined in analogy to that. We set¸[min(̧ 2,¸1) and call this number therank
of indefinitenessof V.

Now some less trivial things about the topology of indefinite inner product spaces: A lo
convex topologyt on V defined by a single seminormp, which is then actually a norm, is calle
normed. If V is t-complete, we say thatt is aBanach topology. If t can be defined by aquadratic
norm p(x)5(x,x)1/2, where ~.,.! is a positive definite inner product onV, then t is called a
quadratic normed topology. Again, if V is t-complete, thent is termedHilbert topology. A normed
topologyt1 is strongerthan anothert2 , written t1>t2 , if and only if everyt2-open set is also a
t1-open set, or equivalently the relationp1(x)>ap2(x) holds for all xPV, with an a.0. Two
norms that define the same topology are calledequivalent. A locally convex topologyt on V is
called apartial majorantof the inner product if̂ .,..& is separatelyt-continuous. Theweak topol-
ogy on V is the topology defined by the family of seminorms

py~x!5
def

u^y,x&u for all xPV.

Lemma B.1 (Ref. 10, Theorem II.2.1): The weak topology is the weakest partial majora
V. If a locally convex topology onV is stronger than the weak topology, then it is a parti
majorant.

We will need a stronger concept of topology:
Definition B.2:A locally convex topologyt on V is calledmajorant topology, if the inner

product^.,..& is jointly t-continuous.
In applications, one can often restrict oneself to majorants defined by a single sem

which majorizes the inner square, as shown by the following result.
Lemma B.3. (Ref. 10, Lemma IV.1.1. and IV.1.2): It holds:
~i! To every majorant there exists a weaker majorant defined by a single seminorm.
~ii ! For a locally convex topology defined by a single seminorm p to be a majorant

sufficient that p dominates the inner square:

u^x,x&u<ap~x!2, a.0, ;xPV.

Majorant topologies, and especially majorant Hilbert topologies, have many advantage
partial majorants. Before we describe them, let us see why one would not like to use the
topology on general indefinite inner product spaces:

Lemma B.4. (Ref. 10, Theorem IV.1.4): The weak topology on the nondegenerate ind
inner product spaceV is a majorant, if and only ifdimV,`.

The indefinite inner product on a space equipped with a majorant Hilbert topology adm
simple description by the so-calledmetric operator.

Proposition B.5. (Ref. 10, Theorem IV.5.2): LetV be an indefinite inner product space with
majorant Hilbert topologyt defined by a normi.i. Then there exists a Hermitean linear operato
called metric (or Gram) operator, J onV such that

^x,y&5~x,Jy!, ;x,yPV,

where~.,.! is the positive inner product onV that definesi.i. Moreover, in this caseV is decom-
posable and the fundamental decomposition can be chosen so that each of the three com
is t-closed.

The spaces we want to construct in the main text should be complete in a certain sense
we will now specify.

Definition B.6:If a nondegenerate indefinite inner product spaceK admits a decomposition

K5K1~1̇ !K2, K1,K11, K2,K22,
n subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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such thatK1,K2 are complete with respect to the restrictions of the weak topology to t
~termedintrinsically complete!, then the spaceK is called aKrein space.

Krein spaces can easily be characterized:
Proposition B.7. (Ref. 10, Theorem V.1.3): An indefinite inner product spaceV is a Krein

space if and only if there exists a majorant Hilbert topologyt on V such that metric operator J is
completely invertible.

A Hilbert-space completionH of an indefinite inner product spaceV, if it exists together with
its metric operatorJ, is called theHilbert space structure(H,J) associated toV. In applications
one would like to find the largest Hilbert space associated to an indefinite inner product spac
that, one considersminimal majorant topologies, i.e., topologiest* such that no majorantt is
weaker thant* . Hilbert space structures given by the completion ofV with respect to a minimal
majorant are correspondingly calledmaximal. We find that the Hilbert space structure is maxim
if it leads actually to a Krein space:

Lemma B.8 (Ref. 2, Appendix A.1): A majorant Hilbert topology leads to a maximal Hi
space structure (K , J), if and only if J has a bounded inverse. Given a Hilbert space structure
can always construct a maximal one.

The last statement means in effect that every space admitting some majorant Hilbert to
can be completed to a Krein space.
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